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In today’s digital world, everyone faces the daunting situation of account and password overload. It is not 
uncommon for the average person to have dozens or even hundreds of accounts. In this situation, folks will 
often re-use their passwords across personal and work systems. In other cases, haste or stress on the job 
can lead to employees taking short cuts. 

Unfortunately, it is also all too common for employees to devise simple passwords and share them across 
work systems to facilitate work and collaboration. In all these scenarios, compromised passwords can allow 
hackers to gain unauthorized access to various software and business systems. There is often a domino 
effect, where one compromised account can be used to infect colleagues or to leverage the compromised 
system to gain access other applications, data, and intellectual property. 

Business leaders should understand the risks of password compromises and take appropriate action. 
Senior leadership should take seriously the risks of password compromises and implement key best 
practices, no matter how big or small your organization.

This eBook reviews the seven most important password best practices for organizations.

INTRODUCTION:   

Employee bad habits around 
passwords are likely the weakest link 
in your cyber security defenses. 
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Minimum password length rules 
should be implemented on all 
company systems and applications. 
This is low hanging fruit. Most modern 
software and SaaS applications give 
administrators precise controls over 
password length requirements.

According to National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), 
passwords should be a minimum of eight characters in length. The 
password should use a combination of ASCII characters - uppercase, 
lowercase, and numbers. Password complexity should be allowed, but 
not necessarily required. A growing body of research has shown that 
mandating password complexity - the insertion of special characters 
- merely encourages trivial additions of a capital letter or ! mark, 
along with encouraging the reuse of passwords. Therefore, password 
complexity should be encouraged, rather than mandated. In addition, 
combinations found in “password dictionaries” should be prohibited, 
such as 123456, password, qwerty, passw0rd and so on. 
 
The best way to ensure a minimum password length is to 
empower employees with a password manager tool. 1.

Password 
length and 
complexity
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Prevent 
employee 
password 
re-use

Password re-use occurs because 
employees are overwhelmed by the 
flood of applications, accounts, and 
software systems in use daily. 

Unfortunately, too often employees re-use passwords across 
some of all of their accounts to try to deal with the situation. 
According to a study by Google, 65% of people re-use passwords 
across personal and work systems.1 All it takes is for one account 
to be breached. If the password in question has been re-used on a 
company system, attackers will likely have a wide-open path to a 
corporate security breach. 

In this arena, we are dealing with human behavior, habits, and 
company culture. Organizations should take a multi-pronged 
approach to stopping the password re-use problem. First, it is 
vital to educate employees on the dangers of password re-use. 
To develop of culture of security, organizations should employ 
a broad-based employee cyber security awareness program. 
Second, organizations should enable their staff with password 
management tools, such as password managers or enterprise 
single sign-on, so they can eliminate any excuse for password re-
use. Third, password re-use often occurs in tandem with other bad 
habits, such as passwords written on post-it notes and stored in 
obvious places on an employee’s desk or alternatively emailed or 
stored in clear text on company systems. 

Internal security systems and processes can be employed to 
ferret out these bad habits, so action can be taken early to 
stop password bad habits in their tracks.2.

Online Security Survey,” Google/Harris Poll, February 20191
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Leverage 
Password 
Managers

A password manager enables 
your staff to store an unlimited 
number of passwords in a highly 
encrypted password vault, which 
is accessible with a single, long 
master passphrase. 

This approach eliminates the impossible burden of having to 
memorize dozens or hundreds of unique passwords. Importantly, 
password managers enable employee to use the random 
password generator feature to generate a unique password for 
every account or system. 

A password manager makes life simpler for your staff, while 
encouraging unique passwords for every system. There are 
several high quality password managers on the market, including 
LastPass, Dashlane, and 1password. All of these software tools 
also include browser plug-ins, which integrate with the common 
authentication processes on web pages, making authentication 
using the password manager fast and simple. 

In addition, the browser plug-ins also enable the creation 
of new unique passwords with a simple click of the button, 
encouraging the use of unique passwords with all new 
account creations.3.
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Implement 
Multi-factor 
Authentication 
(MFA) 

Multi-factor authentication 
(MFA) is the ultimate defense 
against password compromises. 

For authentication, MFA challenges an employee to provide 
something they know, such as their password, along with 
something they have, such as one-time passcode generated 
from their mobile device. MFA mobile applications 
are available from the largest, most trusted brands in 
technology, such as Microsoft and Google. These mobile 
apps and the logically linked mobile device are registered 
to the user during the account creation process. And then, 
whenever the employee logs in, they present both their 
password and the one-time passcode generated from the 
authentication app on their mobile device.  
 
According to Microsoft, MFA stops 99.9% of password 
compromises2. The logic is simple. Even if a password gets 
stolen or cracked, the attacker does not have the user’s 
mobile device handy for the provision of the one-time 
passcode. 

4.
“One simple action you can take to prevent 99.9 percent of 
attacks on your accounts,” Microsoft Blog, August 20, 2019

2

MFA stops 99.9% 
of password compromises
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Implement 
Enterprise 
Single Sign-on 
(SSO)

A key part of building a culture 
of security is to make security 
simple and effective for your 
employees. Another great 
investment is enterprise single 
sign-on technology. 

From a user perspective, enterprise SSO delivers a lot of the 
same benefits as a password manager. With SSO, a user logs in 
once with their main corporate credentials and then they are 
automatically authenticated with other corporate applications 
throughout their session. 

In a given work day or session, the user simply needs to login 
in once and they then have seamless access to all of their apps. 
SSO supports unique, strong passwords for every corporate 
system or SaaS app, while giving simplicity to employees. 
With the explosion in SaaS applications, governing identity 
and access across all corporate applications is a key concern. 
With enterprise SSO, businesses organize and control the 
application ecosystem for users, making life simple for users 
and enforcing password best practices.5.
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Establish 
and enforce 
acceptable use 
policies Technology and tools are key 

ingredients for implementing 
password best practices. 
However, they are not enough. 

It is also vitally important to define acceptable use and security 
policies for an organization and to communicate and enforce 
them. With cyber security, we are dealing both with technology 
and humans. Therefore, the policy and enforcement dimension 
is an important piece of the equation.

A company’s technology acceptable use policies should define 
how company technology resources can be used by staff, 
along with outlining prohibited activities. The policies should 
also remind employees that they have zero expectation of 
privacy on company owned equipment, email, and software 
systems. And the policy framework should define all security 
requirements, such as those best practices explored in 
this eBook, including password length requirements and 
prohibitions against password sharing and password re-use.   6.
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Offer a cyber 
security 
awareness 
program 

Policies are never enough. 
Technology, tools, policies, 
and training all need to work 
in concert to help craft a 
culture of security. 

Employees want and deserve to understand “the why” 
behind different policies and rules, especially in regards 
to cyber security. Not surprisingly, many rank and file 
employees may underestimate the risks and potential 
costs of a cyber security incident. Therefore, it is wise 
to implement a cyber security awareness program 
alongside the best practices explored in this eBook. 
Educational programming helps organizations build 
their “human firewall.”

For cyber security awareness training to be effective, it 
needs to be much more than an annual, “one and done” 
exercise. Instead it should be a programmatic approach, 
with regular content sessions and reminders. Adult 
learning principles and gamification can help drive 
employee buy-in and engagement. 

Lastly, it is important that the time investment in 
training be perceived by staff as a win-win for the 
staff and the organization. 7.
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Conclusion

Bad password habits can be an Achilles heel for your 
organization. As we have seen in this eBook, there 
are several critical password best practices which can 
substantially mitigate the security risk from cracked or 
stolen passwords. Policies, technology, and education should 
all work together to drive the right employee behaviors and 
create additional layers of defense against cyber criminals or 
external threat actors.  

At Network People, we work 
closely with our clients to help 
them raise the bar on cyber 
security and implement the best 
practices detailed in this eBook. 

Network People delivers managed security services and co-
managed IT services to help mitigate the wide ranging cyber 
security risks faced by organizations today. From security 
assessments, to project-based security consulting, to full-service 
outsourced IT services, Network People stands ready to help new 
and existing clients take their organizations to a higher level of 
security, protection, and business success. 
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About Us

Professional Team

Everything we do is defined by our core values. No one 
comes onto the team without agreeing to uphold the 
highest standards of integrity. Every decision is filtered 
through those core values. You can trust us to serve your 
best interests.

Empowering Success

From the very beginning in 1996, our aim has been to be 
professional — even when the company consisted of just one 
Network “Person” with Nate Freeman working alone. Nate 
began the IT business from an office on the 11th story of a 
downtown building in Clearwater, Florida. Currently Network 
People has a 16-member team headquartered at an office 
suite in Clearwater, Florida. In addition, we are affiliated with 
250 firms across the nation who can render personal, on-site 
service to our remote clients if needed.

Growing With You

Our business grew by recognizing a need that was all around 
us. We discovered that professional people required a lot of 
help networking their office computers. Our company could 
offer the personalized service which small- and medium-sized 
organizations needed. Some owners began asking us for help 
with their home computers.

Today we are still watching out for needs of these clients, as 
well as helping all the new ones they refer to us.

Core Values

We do the Right Thing.

Everything we do builds Loyalty and Trust.

Open Door Communication is the Key to Success.

God First, Family Second, Company Third.
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